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The Value of Nursing

QSEN, Quality and Safety Education for Nurses
QSEN Call for Pre-conference and Concurrent Session Workshops

The 2020 QSEN International Forum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania will highlight QSEN Academic Practice Partnerships. Please submit your proposals for 90-minute workshops or three-hour pre-conference sessions at QSEN.org/callforworkshops.

Workshops and pre-conference sessions should have the following focus:

1. Disseminate innovations or research in teaching strategies or curricular design that enhance QSEN competency integration in academic and/or practice settings.
2. Highlight innovations or research that demonstrate evidence of behavior change or system change supported by underlying quality and safety competencies.
3. Describe the current state of academic practice partnerships related to quality and safety in academia and practice.

The call for pre-conference workshops and concurrent sessions will open on June 5, 2019 and close September 1, 2019.

Go online at QSEN.org to submit your proposal.